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President’s Message
by Art Roberts
Who was Marcellus Joslyn and why is his name in
our Lawn Bowling Club title? Who was Ralph Ecton?
Where did our rakes come from? Being new to lawn bowling, I was curious about these questions and others. I am a
guy who loves history of our country, my city and my surroundings. So I asked. And lo and behold, Bob Smith directed me to our clubs website. Go to Onardlbc.com>Club
information>Club History and see a wealth of information
year by year with pictures and articles of the people who
have made our club, what it is today. You will be surprised
as I was, even if you’re a member for several years to read
and see what’s in there.
Presidents usually come into office full of ideas and
plans for the first 100 days and I’m thrilled to see the
changes we’ve made with the efforts of several of our club
members without which some of those plans would have
been very difficult to complete. The Beautification/Cosmetic
Committee have changed the interior of our clubhouse
making it more spacious and inviting. The exterior has
probably seen even a larger transformation with the old
tired agapanthus being removed and replaced with planters of different colors and plantings that members have
adopted. Hanging planters at the entrance and under the
awning are new. The sheds have been painted and base
boards replaced. All these improvements have been accomplished with very little club funds. My thanks go to Gloria Brown, Donna Roberts and Linda Lockhart, who are the
committee stalwarts but many others have also stepped in
to assist. We have received many compliments from visitors and city officials. You are making a difference and
thank you!
But we are not done yet, the enthusiasm has not waned
and further plans are in the works.
Finally, the most satisfying aspect of all of this has
been your appreciation and the friendliness that you deliver
to each other and those that come to visit.

SPRING LEAGUE
Twenty-four people signed up to play in the inhouse 2018 Spring League. Kathy Corona and Donna
Roberts drew names out of a basket to make up the twoperson teams and the brackets were drawn. Those who
lost their first round went into a Consolation Bracket. Potentially the winner of the Consolation Bracket could beat

the winner of the Winner Bracket as that will be the final
game. Tickets will go on sale for that match – kidding!
Everyone seems to be having a great time! You really get
to know your teammate when you play as a duet. Good
luck everyone! Winner, Winner, Chicken Dinner!
by Donna Roberts

Class is in Session
by Armand Escalante
Reprint from Fall 2016

Missed Opportunities
It doesn't take a very astute observer to realize that
our Oxnard Lawn Bowling Club has a shortage of what
people refer to as "tournament bowlers". What does it
take to become one of these rare beings? The most important requirement is a willingness to enter tournaments,
especially those away where entries include top notch
bowlers from other clubs. You expose yourself to a more
serious and competitive type of bowling but it is truly
worth it. Sure it costs a little bit of money, (on average
about twenty five dollars per player per tournament), but
the experience gained by a dedicated observer in tournament play easily justifies every dime that it costs. Many a
player would gladly pay twenty five dollars to learn what
is available in tournament play!
Another thing that makes tournaments not so expensive
is that very often a meal is included in the price of the entry.
Many lawn bowlers are hesitant to enter tournament level competition because of the fear of losing and
feeling humiliated if they lose badly. But this fear is not
justified because we face the same situation and the possibility of losing every time we bowl in club games. In the
end we must all remember that lawn bowling is just a
game or sport and that in every competitive game or sport
somebody wins and somebody loses.
In the past, most of our club bowlers have let opportunities to bowl in tournaments slip by, but all is not
lost because there are always new opportunities coming
our way. There are in-club tournaments that have no entry fee and there are countless money tournaments that
are also available. As examples of the latter, there is the
Martinez and Ecton Memorial Tournament that takes
place here, on our own green. Another point to remember is that in most money tournaments there is the exciting element of "luck of the draw" which can make finding
out who your opponents will be a surprise and possibly a

challenging situation which will force you to raise your
bowling skills to a higher level. So come on lawn bowlers, get your feet wet by entering some tournaments and
becoming "tournament bowlers"!

"Grandpa" or "Poppa" also had six great grandchildren;
Stephen, Esau, and Noah Colvin, Veronica Nava, Vivyana
& Evan Chavez.
Obituary from VC Star

In Memoriam

Demo joined the Oxnard Joslyn Lawn Bowls Club on October 23, 2013 and was a member through 2017. He developed into a very good bowler and participated in many
tournaments and Gold Coast League competition and
took part in other club activities. Demo had many friends
and was well liked by all. He will be missed.

AED-CPR Review
On Friday, February 2, 2018 about twenty or more of our
club members stayed after bowling to hear a presentation
on the use of an AED (automatic external defibrilator) and
a review on hands only cpr. The presentation was put on
by Captain Jaime Villa from the Oxnard Fire Department.
Captain Villa is their Department's EMS Coordinator. He
covered the basics of using the AED and what we can
expect when we open the device up and put it into use.
Our own AED is provided by the City of Oxnard and they
do the maintenance such as battery and chest patch replacement. We have a window sticker on our club house
door that indicates that there is an AED available inside.
Ours is kept on the wall inside our office along with a
pouch of extra equipment to also be used with the AED.
There were lots of questions asked and answered. Captain Villa said he could return and put on another training
session where all could participate in chest compression
CPR practice.

Demetrio Arevalo Jr.
1-16-1933 to 1-29-2018

Demetrio Arevalo, Jr., 85 of Oxnard, passed away on
January 29, 2018. Demetrio was born in El Paso, TX in
1933 but moved to Oxnard as a child. After retirement Demetrio and Jennie moved to Oregon and lived there for 14
years until they moved back to Oxnard in 2003 and lived
here for the rest of his life. He worked for PMTC Mugu for
36 years before retiring in 1988.

Demetrio enjoyed many things in life including lawn bowlWe Have a Medical Emergency - Call 911
ing, travel, upholstery, music, reading westerns but most
of all he loved spending time with family and friends. In his QUESTION: I know to call 911 in an emergency, but I have
earlier years he also coached little league and played soft- never had to make such a call and am not exactly sure
ball.
what to expect when the operator answers.
ANSWER: You will be much more effective when reporting
an emergency if you know in advance what you are likely
to encounter and what will be expected of you.

Demetrio was discharged from the army after serving during the Korean War. Following Demetrio's retirement the
Arevalo’s lived in Oregon for 14 years and they had many
friends there. They returned to Oxnard in 2003. Demetrio
had many nicknames given by those who loved him and
enjoyed his company; Junior, Raul, Gordo, Chopper, and
Demo.

Basic Information at the Oxnard Joslyn Lawn
Bowls Club
1. State the problem: heart, stroke, seizure, fainting, fall, etc.

He was preceded in death by his wife of 59 years Jennie.
They were married in 1952 at Rev. Coleman's Famous
Drive In Chapel in Yuma AZ.

2. Give location: Oxnard Lawn Bowls Club, 350
North "C" Street, Oxnard (near Doris and "C"
St). Our
call back number is 1-805-385-8034.

Demetrio was the eldest of 12 children with eight surviving
3. Instructions: Have ambulance enter parking lot
siblings. He is also survived by three daughters; Theresa
west
side
of bowling green. We will have someone out in
Bonadio (John), Tina Arevalo (Ken Spencer), and Connie
front to direct you in.
Arevalo (Diana Wagner), and three grandchildren; Steve
The dispatcher is a professionally trained person who has
Colvin (Monica), Neil Colvin, and Kristen Chavez
the responsibility to obtain necessary information and to
(Manuel).
send the appropriate assistance to the scene of the emergency as quickly as possible. The most important thing
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you can do is to stay calm. When you are connected with
911, you may hear a recording asking you to wait for a dispatcher. Do not hang up and attempt to place a second
call. This will only delay the response time to the emergency you are reporting. Calls to 911 are handled in the
order they are received. If you hang up and re-dial, you go
to the end of the line. When the dispatcher does come on
the line, explain your situation clearly and briefly. Answers
to questions you are asked should be short and direct. If
more information is needed, the dispatcher will ask additional questions. If the dispatcher gives you directions,
follow them exactly. If this requires that you leave the
phone, do not hang up. Keep the line open. When you
have completed whatever you were instructed to do, return
to the phone for further instructions. Never hang up on a
911 call until the dispatcher tells you to do so. Call 911
any time there is an emergency. This call is free from all
telephones. Non-emergency calls should be made to the
local number provided for the agency you are trying to
reach.

3. Stand still, don't move around the head. This can be
quite distracting to other players.
4. When your opponent delivers the last bowl at the conclusion of an end, it is your responsibility to remove
the mat.
5. It is important to remember that as the director of your
team, your attitude towards your teammates and the
game will often make the difference between a loss or
win. The purpose of the game is to enjoy yourself, make it
enjoyable for others and win if you can. But, when your
team is down and the breaks seem to be all going against
you, even the most naive should recognize that encouragement of your team may accomplish what caustic criticism or languishing on the bench when the LEAD or VICE
is on the mat can never, never accomplish, You may not
win the game, but your popularity will increase immeasurably.
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GOOD SKIP
1. He/she must be good at making all types of shots.
2. He/she should practice the draw, trail, yard on, block
and drive.
3. He/she must know the rules of the game.
4. He/she must be responsible for which tactics are used
in the game.
5. He/she must be able to evaluate the speed of the
green, weakness and strength of the opponent, and
strength of his/her team.
6. He/she should know how to build a head on his/her
own terms and force the opponent to make difficult shots.
7. He/she must set the tenor for good Sportsmanship; that
is, be a real gentleman or lady.
8. He/she should know when to change the shape of the
game by moving the mat and forcing opponents to play
the weak hand.
9. He/she should know how to communicate clearly with
confidence and assurance.
10. He/she should know how to play the safe shots and
avoid giving up a big score.

courtesy VCStar Edited

Skip Training Class

Amador Martinez addresses the class

TIPS FOR SKIPS
1. Allow leads to draw twice before bowling for position.
2. Leads should not be asked to drive.
3. Skips should decide which hand plays best and stick
with it if possible.
4. Build each head safely. If you must lose an end, it
should be by a low score.
5. When you have the shot, bowl for position. When you're
down a shot, draw.
6. Do not call for position bowls that will give your opponents a chance to wick in or rest on.
7. Try to cover all positions that the jack would take if
wicked.
8. Know when your team is in a position to make a big
score.

ON BEING THE SKIP IN A LAWN BOWLING GAME

1. You are in charge of your team as director. You must
decide, with your opponent, any dispute or refer it to the
umpire. Sign both score sheets at the end of a match, and
act as scorer in a pairs match.
2. It is part of your job to instruct your LEAD and VICE
as to how you want them to play their shots with the best
chance of producing a score for your team. Should one of
your teammates fail to make the shot called for, don't be
critical. Remember, the player knows without being told
that it was a bad shot.
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9. The drive is both an offensive and defensive weapon.
Needless to say, all of these improvements have
Use it to nullify an end, move the jack, or push a bowl up. made a big difference. Thank you everyone for your posi10. Blocks are very difficult to make. Practice block shots tive feedback!
with opposite hand.
by Donna Roberts

BEAUTIFICATION COMMITTEE REPORT

Gold Coast League
Apr 4, Gold Coast League started the 2018 season. Three
teams from Oxnard will compete against three teams for
MacMenzie Park, six times ending on June 13th. Play will
alternate between OxnardLBC and MacKenzie ParkLBC
on every other Wednesday.

SPRING LEAGUE
Twenty-four people signed up to play in the inhouse 2018 Spring League. Kathy Corona and Donna
Roberts drew names out of a basket to make up the twoperson teams and the brackets were drawn. Those who
lost their first round went into a Consolation Bracket. Potentially the winner of the Consolation Bracket could beat
the winner of the Winner Bracket as that will be the final
game. Tickets will go on sale for that match – kidding!
Everyone seems to be having a great time! You really get
to know your teammate when you play as a duet. Good
luck everyone! Winner, Winner, Chicken Dinner!
by Donna Roberts
You have no doubt noticed a difference in the look
of our clubhouse and outside bowling area. It all started
when the Beautification Committee (consisting of Donna
Roberts, Gloria Brown and Linda Lockhart) asked members if they would like to purchase, fill and maintain a pot in
an effort to add color to our outside area. There was an
enormous positive response to our “Pot Party”. Thank you
to Linda Westray, Sandra Adame, Julie Basler, Debi Wilson, Cathy Corona, Gloria Brown, Linda Lockhart, Dee
Press, Sandy Rankin, Donna Roberts, Kent Kirkton and
Wuhwa Hsu for following up on your generous offer. Our
goal was to finish the buckets before the Amador Martinez
Triples Tournament in April – we crushed that goal!

Amador Martinez Triples Tournament
April 8, 2018

The Amador Martinez Triples is open to both women and
men. There were fourteen teams from various clubs
throughout So. California from Cambria to San Diego that
competed. Two teams plus were from Oxnard. Skips set
up their teams any way they want. The entry fee is $75 per
team. Lunch is brown bag. Morning snacks and salads
and desserts were provided at the lunch time. Format is
three 12 - end games, winners will be determined on the
basis of wins, losses and plus points with a max 7 points
per game. If there is a tie at the end of a game, one more
Other changes have been that we replaced the
end will be played only to break the tie. If there is a tie at
blue chairs with the beautiful, white chairs Bob and Carol
the end of the tournament total points will be used to break
had previously donated and moved the two-seater to the
the tie. There will be prizes for the first four teams.
shed to be used as outdoor furniture on north/south days.
We had many good players competing today, a number
The library cabinet was moved into the bowls storage area of which had competed successfully in both National and
which gave us more floor space as well as space to hang
International Tournaments.
our plagues in a decorative manner. The badges of deOxnard used the Rule when the jack is knocked out of
ceased members were relocated to the larger pins cabinet. bounds of play, it is re-spotted on the rink centerline and
The pins were then hung on ribbons where members can
two metres in from the front ditch and play continues on.
actually see them up close. Those small changes have
The winning teams were:
brightened the whole clubhouse! Then by selling some
1st: Rich Purcell, Mike Newton, Raul Perez
3W+19
shirts we had in storage, the committee was able to use
that money to purchase a new flag and outside hanging
2nd: Anne Nunes, Bill Brault, Candy DeFazio
3W+15
pots for the patio. (Now we just need the birds to stop
3rd: Steve Goodmanson, Gloria Brown, Sue Sullivan 3W+8
bothering those pots!)
4th: Phil Dunn, James Flower, Terry Marr
2W+11
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Club Mini Open House
News from OJLBC Marketing and Recruiting
Team:
Ron Dawson proposed conducting mini-open houses on
the second Saturday of the month, the board approved a
six-month trial evaluation of this effort. Advertisement for
these monthly open houses consists of word-of-mouth and
various social media outlets such as nextdoor.com,
meetup.com and facebook.com. The idea was that the
open houses will be relatively no cost to the club and would
not require significant participation from club members as
initial expectations for turnout was unknown and expectations for using social media as a recruiting tool were low
based upon past efforts. The first monthly open house occurred during a steady rainy day on March 10. With rain
falling expectations were really dismal for any turnout. Despite the rain there were three rinks of our hardiest bowlers
bowling that day! As luck would have it we had six visitors
show up to watch our enthusiastic, or is that crazy members having a great time bowling in the rain. All visitors had
an opportunity to roll a few bowls and emulate the fun demonstrated by our bowlers. Out of the six visitors five are in
various stages of arranging lessons. On April 14, was open
house lite 2.0. We had 15 visitors show up to watch the
process of Sandra Adame assigning our bowlers to rinks
and commencement of bowling. Our visitors observed a
few ends of bowling complete with color commentary on
what was occurring on the rinks. If any of our bowlers felt
any jitters with the attention and focus on them it certainly
didn’t show as our visitors got to see some great bowling.
Luckily there was enough support from members to break
our visitors into small groups and allow personalized attention in delivering several ends of bowls. Out of fifteen visitors, fourteen expressed interest in lessons with one being
a returnee from the previous open house. So far the
monthly open houses are showing potential. The visitors
definitely pick up on the friendliness of our members and
the enthusiasm on display when watching our bowlers
play. Most visitors found out about the monthly open
houses via Nextdoor, followed by Meetup. If you are not on
Nextdoor please consider setting up an account and let
Ron know that you can help get the word out for the May
open house. You can also support future open houses by
showing up on the second Saturday of the month to bowl
or just greet visitors. The club still envisions holding the
annual open house event as well.

1st: Mike Newton, Rich Purcell and Raul Perez

2nd: Candy DeFazio, Anne Nunes and Bill Brault

3rd: Gloria Brown, Steve Goodmanson and Sue Sullivan

Membership
The club would like to welcome our new Regular Members
Barbara Parkhurst who re-joined and Virgil Lockhart.
It is important to remember that we need to keep our eyes
open for recruiting opportunities for new and returning
members. Talk to your neighbors and friends and see if
they would like to give lawn bowling a try. You can also
help by volunteering on our Open House Saturdays.
4th: James Flower, Phil Dunn and Terry Marr
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This Quarter’s Club Events

Mar 12, Vet/Novice Pairs Tournament, Open to all novice
and veteran bowlers. Teams had to have one veteran and
Feb 7, Men’s Novice Singles Tournament, Open to all
one novice player, mixed or matched. Three 10-end
Men Novice players.
games. Winner determined by wins and plus points with a
10 point cap. If there is a tie after three games the winner
Three 10-end games. Opponents chosen by "luck of the
will be determined by total points. 12 teams made up of 24
draw".
players were entered. Teams made up by luck of the
Winners determined by wins-losses and plus points. Windraw. The weather was cool and we were lucky to get the
ners shown below.
tournament in between rain storms.
Markers for the day were Bob and Carol Smith, Pinky Pal- The first three places are as follows:
ladino, Sandra Adame, Donna Roberts and Geoff Simp1st place: Sandy Rankin and Bert Weingart
3 W + 23
son.
points
There were 6 men entered. The players were Jack Bucey, 2nd place: Peter Westray and Herb Smith
3 W + 10
Ron Dawson, Simon Hernandez, Kent Kirkton, Art Roberts points
and Herb Smith.
3rd place: Joe Brown and Marquita Otineru
2 W + 12
All six novices played well and have shown great interest in points.
tournament play.

1st Place: Jack Bucey 3W+17
Feb 16, Chinese New Year Fun Day, On Friday, February
16, 2018 40 club members and guests gathered at the Ox- 1121st : Sandy Rankin and Bert Weingart (not shown)
nard Joslyn Lawn Bowls club to celebrate Chinese New
Mar 31, Visitation, Oxnard LBC to Holmby Park LBC,
Year with fun and games and lots of good food. Ron and
Joan Dawson were our hosts for the party.
We started off the day with a competition to see which
team could draw one bowl closest to an established line
about 3/4 of the way down the green from the mat. Teams
were established by the year you were born and using the
Chinese Zodiac to determine the animal that your team is
named. The team then chose one member from their team
to roll one bowl for their effort in the competition. As it
turned out Raul Perez was the winning team representative
and the team was the rats.
From there we went on to a 10 end luck of the draw triples
game where the high score from all games was the winner.
The jack was always placed at the 2 metre mark but the
mat was placed alternately on the 2 metre mark or the
hogline. The winning team was Art Roberts, Dina Bongiovanni and Kathy Corona with 14 points. In a separate doubles game Pinky Palladino won a prize for the most touchers.

Oxnard members traveled to Holmby Park LBC

As lunch time came around we all went inside for a triditional Chinese feed. Ron and Joan prepared the chicken
while others provided side dishes. Dessert was ice cream,
cake, and almond and fortune cookies.
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On March 31, 2018 Oxnard sent 10 bowlers to Holmby
Park LBC. As usual we had a great time, if not completly
victorious, day of bowling. 10 players from Oxnard participated making three triples teams and one extra on a mixed
team. Linda Westray played vice with a mixed team of
Newport and Holmby players. Newport LBC also had three
triples teams playing, and Holmby Park had 4 teams on
hand.

It's my turn to bowl, there's no going back.
I'm now on the mat, and ready to roll,
We need one more point, so here goes my bowl.
It's looking just right as it approaches the head,
But moving the jack is what I most dread.
The result is now clear, But just what I feared,
The score is still three, But no longer for me!

Sandy Rankin and Marquita Otineru proved to be victorious
in their match. Our other two teams came up a little short
and were defeated by Holmby Park and Newport. Linda's
mixed team also won their match. In the final count Oxnard and Newport both had one win while Holmby Park
took full advantage of their home turf.

by Jordan Austin

A Thank You Expressed
From the first week Donna and I joined OxnardJoslyn Lawn bowls we noticed there were two people who
always seemed to be doing something to better our club.
And lo and behold I was invited to lead all of you and thus I
started asking questions.
One of my first questions was: Have Bob and
Carol been honored for all the things they do? Answer:
Yes, a long time ago. That was it? Well we needed to acknowledge those two again!
So along with the Chinese New Year Fun Day, we
prepared and read to Bob and Carol an impressive, LONG
scroll of all their accomplishments they have performed
over the years . After the thunderous applause subsided,
we all had cake and ice cream to celebrate. Their names
have been added to our Appreciation Plaque too.
We know Bob and Carol contribute because of
their love for the club and we certainly hope they continue
doing what they do! Nobody does it better!
by Art Roberts

As is the tradition at Holmby Park we were treated to welcoming breakfast snacks of fruit and pastries with coffee
and juice. A full lunch was provided as well with pie and
ice cream for desert.
Apr 2, Mixed Novice Singles Tournament, Open to all
novice players. Eight men and women participated.
Three 10-end games. Opponents chosen by "luck of the
draw".
Winners determined by wins-losses and plus points. Winners shown below.
Markers for the day were: Bob Smith, Carol Smith, Conrad Bilodeau , and Jordan Austin.
Thanks to Jordan Austin for another fine tournament.
1st Place: Debi Wilson 3W+15
2nd Place: Luke Wilson 2W+17
3rd Place: Jack Bucey 2W+8

1st and 2nd Places: Debi and Luke Wilson
Mother and Son

The Poet’s Corner
"Lawnbowler's Lament"
Carol and Bob Smith with decorated cake

Too heavy, too short, Too narrow, too wide,
I think this is fun, But where can I hide.
My team's doing well, We have three on the jack,
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Super Shots Club

From the Editor
by Bob Smith

The newsletter will be published four times a year. I welcome articles and pictures from members. They can be
sent to me at Buenadia@roadrunner.com or given to me at
Club members on a Super Shot team in the past three
the club. The deadline to submit articles for winter is Janumonths were Jack Bucey, Gloria Brown, Kathy Corona,
Peter Westray, Jordan Austin, Dee Press, Rich Purcell, Sal ary 25, spring is April 23, summer is July 25 and fall is October 25. I welcome articles sooner if they are ready. If
Mollo, Tom Hodgins, Denny Ryan and Raul Perez.
you have an article you would like to have published or a
Members submitting a form to “BowlsUSA Super Shots”
particular subject addressed just let me know. I am also
should also add the team names on the bulletin board list
interested in your input regarding items for the website. I
for inclusion into this newsletter.
can use any special pictures you have that you would like
to see posted.
I would like to thank all those that contributed material for
this newsletter. I can use all the help I can get.
Note: If you would like to know more about our club you
can visit our website at: www.oxnardlbc.com

NOTICE: For the time being the newsletter and roster
will not be printed but will be delivered to you in your email.
If it is your preference to receive a printed copy of the
newsletter and roster like you have in the past be sure to
let the Club President know of your preference.

Oxnard-Joslyn Lawn Bowls Club
350 North “C” Street
Oxnard, California 93030
YOUR CLUB NEWSLETTER
Website: http://oxnardlbc.com
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